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REAL-TIME HIGH SPEED DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM WITH
ADVANCED DATA LINKS

John E. Tidball
ECHOTEK CORPORATION

The purpose of this paper is to describe the development of a very high-speed
instrumentation and digital data recording system. The system converts multiple
asynchronous analog signals to digital data, forms the data into packets, transmits
the packets across fiber-optic lines and routes the data packets to destinations
such as high speed recorders, hard disks, Ethernet, and data processing. This
system is capable of collecting approximately one hundred megabytes per second
of filtered packetized data. The significant system features are its design
methodology, system configuration, decoupled interfaces, data as packets, the
use of RACEway data and VME control buses, distributed processing on mixed-
vendor PowerPCs, real-time resource management objects, and an extendible
and flexible configuration.
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INTRODUCTION

The general requirements this radar data collection system were for a flexible,
extendible system to collect analog and digital data with collection and recording
functions separated by kilometers. This pushed the design to use well-defined
functions and simple, uncoupled interfaces. The asynchronous radar signals
required management of each analog to digital (A/D) conversion process
independently or grouped. Each packet was required to be uniquely identifiable
and the system was required to manage itself in real-time.

The design goal was to use, as much as possible, “off-the-shelf” cards and to
comply with established standards for buses and interfaces. The system buses
used are the ANSI VITA 1 VME64 bus for command and control, and the ANSI
VITA 5 RACEway bus for data. A standard General Purpose (GPIO) VME64



Input/Output Card (analog to digital (A/Ds) and digital input and output (DIO)) was
modified to interface to the RACEway via a RACElink bridge chip. The RACElink
bridge chip reduces the software and hardware interface complexity while
increasing the interface bandwidth. A Gateway Card was developed to provide
direct Fibre Channel interface ports on the RACEway bus. Figure 1 is a radar data
collection system hardware block diagram.

System and Software development were managed in a top down manner.
Requirement definitions and software designs were functionally decomposed into
four Computer Software Configuration Items (CSCIs): Build, Transport,
Warehouse, and System Manager. Each of these were divided into Computer
Software Components (CSCs) and then into Computer Software Units (CSUs).
Figure 2 is a system functional block diagram. The Parking Place Manager (PPM)
object was identified to manage volatile system resources. A second object, the
System Database Manager (SDM), was defined to reflect the system database
and status in each of the separated hardware elements. The real-time processing
is composed of Build’s data collection, Transport’s transmit and receive, and
Warehouse’s filtering and recording. Each collection and recording hardware set
is loaded with the same software that is self-tailored during its initialization to
match the hardware available.

The selected operating system is VxWorks and the processors are single-card
VME Power PCs. System mode control and the operator interface are
implemented via a Sun Ultra workstation connected to the system via Ethernet.

THEORY OF OPERATION

The discussion of operation will follow the real-time data path through the system
in three steps and then the non-real time System Management will be covered. A
discussion of system decisions and results, a summary of experiences, and
system performance issues will conclude the paper.

The first step of data collection real-time operations, is the BUILD CSCI. Build
encompasses the A/D board programming and data conversion process, header
construction, and packet building. Analog signals, at the radar video bandwidth
rate, are digitized utilizing GPIO based mezzanines that provide very low noise,
high-speed (up to 50 megahertz), analog to digital converters (A/Ds) programmed
at a maximum of each millisecond. This means that data collection can be altered
at the one-millisecond rate. The A/Ds are not started and stopped but are gated
and the pipeline delays are handled in the hardware. The beginning of each data
collection can be aligned with an input signal at +/- 1 nanosecond by programming
the clocks and alignment register of the GPIO. The A/D data collection may be



initiated by software but the normal mode of operation is to rely on a real-time
trigger from the signal generation system. The GPIO board is double registered
and programming has until the next trigger to complete. Each GPIO board can
handle a different asynchronous signal source or all the boards may be grouped
and sample one multi-signal source.
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GPIO programming begins when the programming data is available in reflective
memory on system controller CPU PMC mezzanine. An input signal interface
CPU manages the inputs from each signal source, determines the signal source
mode and looks up and writes the A/D programming information to the reflective
memory. The writing of this data is the interrupt and driver for A/D collection
programming associated with each signal source. The programming process for
each collection channel is to write the GPIO register data, call the Parking Place
Manager member function get_next for the packet destination, and initiate a
RACEway Direct Memory Access (DMA) move that waits for data generation. The
GPIOs can be programmed to collect from one sample per packet to continuous
packetized data samples.

Header data is collected and assembled into one of 32 maximum header types.
Data in the header includes header frame, IRIG time of the first data sample
collected, information about the signal being collected, GPIO programming,
system information, which of the 32 data types follows, and the size of the data to
follow. The header is added to the digital data residing in the Static RAM
temporary parking place at the termination of packet data collection. The packet
header and data sizes are definable in software. For this application they are set
to 164 bytes of header and total size of 128,000 bytes.

Packet completion is driven by an interrupt at the termination of data collection by
each GPIO board. The use of this interrupt decouples the source from the data.



When the header has been added, the packet is sent to the resource manager by
calling the member function ready_to_move. With the addition of the header, the
packet is now an independent entity. The packet is placed in the list of packets
that are ready to be sent from the collection chassis over the Fibre Channel fiber
optic cable to the recording chassis.

Build also constructs non-signal, non-real-time data packets and inserts them into
the packet stream. System Standard Packets are for system status and error
logging on the media attached to the record chassis. Signal Generator Packets
are for packetizing and storing non-signal data from the signal source through the
interface. Order Wire Packets are command and control packets that are internal
to the system and pass back and forth through the fibers from chassis to chassis
as necessary for mode control, error handling, system configuration changes, etc.
Packet header formats and data formats are identified in a header field. This
completes the tasks of the Build CSCI.

Each fiber_transmitter_manager of Transport CSCI requests the member function
get_next for the next available packet to send. Tasks waiting for packets are
placed into a VxWorks queue. When a transmitter task gets a packet to transmit,
it looks up the route from the SRAM parking place and generates a DMA to move
the packet from the SRAM to the fiber optic transmitter. The Gateway Card
Transmitter Mezzanine adds the end of packet framing information. The
transmitter converts the data to Fibre Channel serial format for transmission to the
Fibre Channel receiver. The Parking Place Manager ready_to_use member
function is called at the termination of the transmission to place the parking place
back into the empty and available pool. If a fiber transmitter never finishes with a
packet, an error message is logged and it is removed from the list of available
output devices.

At the recording chassis, the receive_packets task for each fiber was programmed
with a parking place, by requesting the Parking Place Manager member function
get_next, and it is waiting for a packet to be detected. The Fibre Channel receiver
decodes the serial stream and reforms the Fibre data into the packet that was
sent. When the Gateway Card Receiver Mezzanine detects a packet beginning, it
stores the packet in the parking place and at end of the packet, issues and
interrupt that calls the Parking Place Manager member function ready_to_move.
The ready_to_move function puts the packet on the packets ready to be
processed list. The receive_packets task then asks for another parking place and
sets up the DMA for the next packet. Packet reception programming is actually
double buffered and the next parking place address and the next DMA move are
pending and, at the completion of a packet, they are switched. The fiber links
conform to ANSI X3.230, parts FC-0 and FC-1 with a distance rating for



transmission of 35 kilometers, a continuous transfer rate of 100 Megabytes per
second, and a bit error rate of 10 to the -12. This completes the Transport CSCI
functions.

The Warehouse CSCI filters and routes the packets to high speed tapes and other
destinations. Warehouse real-time CSCs are Filter, Process, and Store. The Filter
process determines packet destinations. Process is a collection of real-time data
sampling algorithms. Store is the output manager.

Filter criteria for choosing destinations are predefined and applied to each packet
header. Each set of criteria for selecting a subset of the packets is viewed as a
customer. A data customer may want data only from 1200:00 to 1202:00, from
signal source two, and only when the signal source detects a signal. Other
customers may have overlapping requests. The job of the filter is to test each
packet for each customer requirement set. The Filter CPUs each process one
complete packet at a time and run the same filter/routing algorithm. At the
completion of each packet, each filter process requests another packet by calling
the Parking Place Manager get_next member function. The filter process uses the
operators less than, greater than, and equals, to compare fields in the header with
customer criteria. Any failure of a criteria test ends the testing for that customer. If
all criteria pass, a bit in the destination word is set for that customer. When all
customer criteria have been evaluated, the destination word for that packet is
returned from the filter process. The destination word is written into the header
and also passed when the ready_to_move member function is called. The number
of filter processors is determined by the system loading.

The Store CSC manages sending packets to the destinations. Store calls the
Parking Place Manager get_next member function and evaluates the 32-bit
destination word. The destination queues are managed so that one slow device
cannot consume all the available parking places. The method for handling this is
to limit the queue size for the slow speed output devices as the reserve of parking
places pool diminishes. There is no limiting on the primary high-speed recording
devices. Each destination calls the get_next member function for the next packet
to send. When all output devices have sent their copy of the packet, it calls the
Parking Place Manager ready_to_use member function to place the parking place
back into the empty and available pool and tells Store that it is done so store can
clear the related bit. If an output device never finishes with a packet, it is removed
from the list of available output devices and an error message is logged. A log of
where each packet was stored is built and recorded to each specified device. If a
packet destination word has no bits set, then no customer’s criteria selected the
packet for storage and the packet is discarded when the parking place is returned
to the available list.



The Process function of Warehouse is really made up of several different
processes, each of which are Filter packet destinations, like the output devices.
Generally, these processes are sampling the digital data stream, processing the
data, and displaying the product. One of these processes is a one packet at a time
Fast Fourer Transform (FFT). Another is a one packet at a time xy plotting of data
points. We have linked a standard math tool for signal analysis into the process
code. Data analysis is discussed later. This concludes the real-time data
collection process.

There are three 32-megabyte per second ID-1 format digital tape recorders
attached to the system. The interface to the tape recorders is via Gateway Cards
with Transmit and Receiver Tape Mezzanines. A special retrieve FPGA was
developed to deal with reading packets from the tape, since the packets are
streamed on and not recorded as files. The tape interface operates at a software
selectable 8, 16, 32, or 64 megabytes per second.

The non-real-time storage and retrieval functions use the Sun Workstation’s
native Fast SCSI bus with a CD-ROM, a DAT tape recorder and several hard
disks attached. The Sun SBus is loaded with a Fast and Wide SCSI bus and a
100BaseT Ethernet card to form a data network with the Filter/Router Processors.
The Fast and Wide SCSI bus has an 8mm tape and a 54 Megabyte RAID array
attached.

An auxiliary function of the Filter Processor card is to act as a conduit for the
RACEway to Ethernet data network and the RAID array. A PowerPC with A and C
rows connected to the RACEway bus and an ECHOTEK PMC RACEway
Interface mezzanine operating at the full PCI bandwidth, 132 megabytes per
second, serves as a port between the processor and the RACEway. This is a
VME one-slot card.

The Warehouse CSCs Filter, Store, and Process are reused in the Playback
mode to bring packets back into the system from the high-speed tapes and pass
them through the filters for thinning and then storing on output devices. The
Retrieve CSC was built to interface with the Input/Output Manager CSC for pulling
the packets in from the high-speed tape and act as input for the Filter CSC. The
Parking Place Manager is unchanged and operates the same member functions,
but Retrieve gets the empty parking places like Receive does during real-time
data collection. This is the preparation of the data for data analysis. The data
product of this system is data as collected without the packet wrapper but with
essential header data in the file.



The System Manager CSCI is a non-real-time task that maintains a system
database, the operator interface, system status and error reporting, and system
mode control. The system database is reflected in each collection and the
recording hardware set. A Browser scans the database to collect the items that
have changed for transmission as packets to the other hardware chassis, while
another browser is monitoring selected system variables for system status
reporting. Browsers are periodic tasks with a programmable period.

The operator interface is via a workstation that has a window for status and error
reporting and an operator input window for system mode control and configuration
management and each Process has a window when it is operating. On Power Up
the system boots from CD-ROM and loads the default system database. At this
time, changes to the system database may be modified by the operator or loaded
from any file-input device. It then performs discovery and compares what it found
with the system database and notes any discrepancies. The system, on operator
command, transitions through initialization to Idle mode. Legal mode choices from
Idle are Data Collection, Playback, Shut Down, and Reboot. From Data Collection
and Playback, only Stop and transition to Idle is allowed. Shut Down is preparation
for power down.

CONCLUSION

One of the keys for development of this system has been the adherence to
interfaces and application of the top down requirements and design. No
duplication of specifications or designs was permitted. If it was done once and
was needed again, it was referenced. No coding was started until requirements
and designs were complete. Work was reviewed to conform to standards.

The flexibility has been mildly tested. The mezzanine type and number of GPIOs
has changed and only required changes to initialization variables. A requirement
change late in the program to accommodate a larger header, different types of
headers, and different types of data, also required only changes to initialization
variables. The addition of a requirement to add a second collection system to the
first collection system had little impact. In this new configuration, packets will
arrive at the first collection system and will be inserted into the transmission
process like the non-real-time order wire packets. No changes were required for
Parking Place Manger class.

During system analysis it was determined that each collection and recording
system had the same functional requirements. By using the system database and
a discovery function, each system during initialization configures its software to
match the available hardware. Using the same software for each collection and



recording system has reduced the software configuration issue, embedded the
hardware configuration and reduced operator intervention for system initialization.

The choice of PowerPCs as the processors was a flexibility and growth decision.
The system performance growth path was defined early to be processor speed.
There are multiple manufacturers and the features are expanding rapidly.
Processor selection adhered to qualified WindRiver board support packages and
a single development environment. We developed our own test software and
evaluated each candidate’s VME interface and our packet filtering/routing
algorithm performance. Processor speed was not the only factor, the size of
internal chip cache and DRAM interface speeds made the most performance
difference.

In the end, we have verified that mixing manufacturers of Power PCs had no
effect on our processing software because of the Board Support Package (BSP)
provided by each board manufacturer. The rate of change in the PowerPC
marketplace has resulted in some problems with board support packages and
tools keeping up with the new products. Some modifications to these packages
must still be done for addressing, interrupts, etc, but the result is an encapsulation
of the hardware and software interface specifics into the BSP.


